
 

 

 

 

YAEO SUZUKI, a member of Yokohama Wander Vogel Club OB, on August 16, 2011 

 

Period:   August 1st～4th,2011 

Members: TERUO NAKAGAWA (63 years old), HIROYUKI MATSUI (64 years & 9month old), 

YAEO SUZUKI (Just 66 years old) 

<Colleagues of SHOWA DENKO K.K. had job on same1971 at OHMACHI Facility> 

Planning history:  

Five members who include us and another couple had climbed Mt. ON-TAKE on2009. 

After one year, we enjoyed to see the movies, “TSURUGI-DAKE (Rocky Mountain), 

Record of Point”, then NAKAGAWA and MATSUI plan once to climb Mt. 

TSURUGI-DAKE in last summer season.  

 

NAKAGAWA confessed to us at a hut that he encountered strong opposition from his 

wife by hunger strike during 5 days to worry husband’s slip on sever rocky places, then 

he give up its plan.  

         

When I was 50 years old, 15 years ago, I had climbed alone these mountains, but via by 

different course as follows: 

*First day; KASHIWA =(train)=KOUFU=(Bus)=HIROKAWARA—Lodge-CHOHEISO ,  

*Second day; Lodge-CHOHEISO—Pass Mt. SENSUI-TOUGE— 

Peak of Mt. KOMATSUMINE—Mt. FUTAGO-YAMA—Lodge,  

*Third day; Lodge—Mt. SENJO-DAKE—Lodge-CHOHEISO=Returned home.  

 

This climbing became 42nd and 43 peaks of “One hundred famous mountains in Japan” 

by written KYUYA FUKADA. 

  

 I climbed eventually sixty one peaks so far, even I don’t know why I had done so. 

(Please refer annexed table, detail records.) 

 

          I know the climbing course via by KUROTO-ridge is very hard and sever one because of 

long distance’s climbing, 2400 meter, it is impossible to climb in one day. I had watched 

previously a television program that a chief priest of CHIKUU-KOMAGATAKE-Shrine 

at foot of mountain climbed every year in order to renew some decoration for prey in 

small shrine at peak of Mt. KAI-KOMA-GA-TAKE with his daughter to become a 

successor to chief priest.    

 

I remembered he commented there was fifth stage-hut previously at the ages of many 

climbers to come and climb this course, but now this hut closed already and became 

ruins because many climbers stayed away from this longest ridge course. 

A record of challenged climbing Mt. KAI-KOMA-GA-TAKE 

(via by KUROTO sever ridge course) & Mt. SENJO-DAKE  

written by 66 years old man, a senior wanderer  



I understand really that KYUYA HUKADA said Mt. KOMAGATAKE is only one to be 

able to climb 2400 meter except Mt. FUJI in his novel “One hundred famous mountains 

in Japan”.  

 

I will quote as follows; the KUROTO-ridge is exactly complete continuous steep slope, 

and, the more climb up, the more steep slope appears, then many ladders and many 

chain beside or on huge rocks appear front of us. To climb up to by one day the peak of Mt. 

KAI-KOMA-GATAKE is impossible generally and general climbers have to stay one night 

at hut of seventh-stage. 

 

<Abstract of climbing mountains: I recorded honestly after a long time, with wristwatch equipped altimeter> 

Month & 

Date 

Arrival 

Time 
Rest Place or Pass Point 

Altitude 

(meter) 

Aug.,1st(Mon.) 
13:30 Departure from my home  

18:08 Arrival at KOBUCHIZAWA-station  

Aug.,2nd(Tue.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aug.,2nd(Tue.) 

4:00  We waked up at Lodge “HATAGOYA”  775m 

5:10 By TAXI to CHIKUU-KOMAGATAKE-Shrine, Taking picture  

5:30 Departure at CHIKUU-KOMAGATAKE-Shrine  

6:00 Short rest time just before steep slope 875m 

6:50 Short rest time, Taking picture 1,085m 

7:35 Short rest time 1,320m 

8:25 Short rest time, Taking picture stone monument 1,480m 

9:00 Short rest time 1,665m 

9:35-9:55 Lunch rest time 1,875m 

 Passage HAWATARI, Taking picture  

10:40  1,920m 

 Passage TOHRI-TENGU  

11:30  2,025m 

11:45 Ruins of fifth stage lodge & Crave attached relief 2,095m 

12:30 Climbed up BYOUBU-IWA 2,100m 

13:05  2,165m 

13:25 Arrival to Seven stage hut (SHICHIJO-KOYA) 2,200m 

16:00 Dinner 2,200m 

17:00 Sleeping 2,200m 

Aug.,3rd(Wed.) 

 

5:00 Waking 2,200m 

5:30 Break Fast 2,200m 

6:30 Departure at seven stage hut 2,200m 

7:00 Attacking huge rocks 2,395m 

7:30 Eight stage, TAISEI-HUDOＨMYOH 2,480m 

8:20 Rocks Place, We saw Mt. KAI-KOMA-GA-TAKE a little 

moment in gas, Taking pictures 

2,605m 

9:05 Before point via SENSUI-pass 2,740m 



9:30-10:00 Peak of Mt. KAI-KOMA-GA-TAKE, Taking pictures, 

Lunch 

2,780m 

 Passage at ROPPOH-ISHI  

10:55 Pass before Mt. KOMATSUMINE 2,535m 

11:25 Peak of Mt. KOMATSUMINE 2,750m 

12:00 Starting to down, in forest, sometimes rain 2,370m 

12:35-12:50 Second lunch time at Pass of SENSUI-TOUGE, Taking 

pictures 

2,215m 

14:10 Arrival to Lodge-CHOHEISO at pass of 

KITAZAWA-TOUGE 

1,890m 

16:00 Dinner 1,890m 

17:00 Sleeping 1,890m 

Aug.,4th(Tur.) 

 

3:00 Waking up 1,890m 

3:55 Departure from Lodge-CHOHEISO depositing bags with 

head lamp 

1,890m 

4:25 Passage 3rd, Taking pictures, Mt. KITA-DAKE 2,075m 

5:20 4th Stage 2,295m 

5:50 Passage branch point for bound UMANOSE-course, 

Taking picture 

 

6:15 Very good view point 2,495m 

6:30 Best view point as Mt. KITA-DAKE, FUJI, 

YATSU-GA-TAKE and so on. Taking pictures 

2,505m 

7:10 Peak of Mt. KOSENJO, Taking many pictures, but I 

encountered camera-trouble, impossible to take. 

2,680m 

8:25 At pass just before Mt. SENJO 2,780m 

8:40-9:10 Peak of Mt. SENJO-DAKE, Lunch time 3,033m 

10:05 Passage of UMANOSE-Hut  

10:15-10:25 10 minutes rest time at near stream in valley  2,395m 

11:45 Arrival to Lodge-CHOHEISO, we drunk a toast by draft 

beer 

1,890m 

13:15 Departure at pass of KITAZAWA-TOGE by bus  

 

14:30-15:30 

Arrival to HIROKAWARA, transit minibus for bound 

KOUFU-station via Hot-Spring during about one hour 

 

16:10 Arrival to KOUFU-station  

16:32 Arrival to SHINJUKU by special express AZUSA-No.30  

19:35 Arrival to my home  

 

<Costs> 

 Term Detail Yen 

Transport 

fee 

Ticket fee（Kashiwa～KOBUCHIZAWA） 4,980 

Special fee（SHINJYUKU～KOUFU） 2,800 

Taxi fee（Lodge～CHIKUU-KAIKOMAGATAKE-Shrine） 1,300 



City bus fee（KITAZAWATOUGE～HIROKAWARA） 770 

Minibus fee（HIROKAWARA～Hot spring～KOHFU） 2,000 

 

Stay fee 

HATAGO-Lodge（without meats） 4,900 

SHICHIJO-hut（with two meats） 8,000 

Lodge-CHOHEISO（with three meats） 9,000 

Others 

Draft beer, Two glasses（at Lodge-CHOHEISO） 1,400 

Can beer and nuts（in return train） 550 

Japanese noodle (OSOBA) 500 

Bath fee 550 

Total 35,750 

 

<Preface> 

I proposed at first to our friends that I wish to climb at top position in our group because I am 

oldest one than other friends and I want to keep with my climbing pace, and they agreed with it. 

My strategy would be successful eventually because I did not never get cramp in my legs. 

 

 I was commented by my friends that your climbing speed is similar as a turtle’s walking, on the 

other hand when you down the speed change your tune suddenly like as a rabbit’s walking. But I 

agreed their opinion and I resign myself to being criticism. 

  

I will introduce our basic stance of climbing mountains is as follows; first pitch is slowly and after 

30 minutes we take rest time, only 5 minutes, and after 2nd pitch should be about 45 minutes, and 

in the case of down mountains’ unit pace is 90 minutes. 

 

As a result our course time corresponded roughly with guide book’s course time. I don’t know 

this fact should be only coincidence or experienced rule when I learned its rule or theory in my 

student ages with an unassuming stance. 

 

I am pleasure to climb and down mountains without any trouble, and absorb tasty natural airs 

sufficiently, and enjoy to see the beautiful views and the dynamic mountains’ blocks as north alps, 

centre alps, south alps, Mt. YATSUGATAKE and so on. 

In front of Lodge “HATAGOYA”      In front of CHIKUU-KOMAGATAKE-Shrine 

 

                     SUZUKI & MATSUI             MATSUI & NAKAGAWA 



Memorial stone monument at CHIKUU-KOMAGATAKE-Shrine where Prince visited 

        

Stone monument and a cicada 

                



               

 

  

 



 

 

Guide board in front of SHICHIJO-Hut(I will show a hut’s owner episode hereafter) 

     

 

 

 

 



Behind hut, there was much gas or fog. 

         

A little bit of gas diffused and but ----- 

 

 



 

 

            

 



 

 

 

 

 

          



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



All member satisfied to climb the peak of Mt. KAI-KOMAGATAKE 

 

 

 

 

 



<Second climbing Mt. SENJO-DAKE> 

An imposing figure of Mt. KITADAKE through forest zone   

 

 

A stately figure of Mt. KAI-KOMAGATAKE where we climbed yesterday and before yesterday 

 



 

 

 



 

 

Mt. YATSUGATAKE-mountain range (a right side back of Mt. KAI-KOMAGATAKE) 

 



 

 

All members satisfied to climb peak of Mt. KO-SENJO-DAKE 

 



A view for Mt. SENJO-DAKE 

 

 

 

 



 

 

I painted a upper picture by water paint on August 6th after I returned to my home 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



My camera broken hereafter, then I will show my friends’ works 

 

<a series of ptarmigan> 

 

 

Can you see ptarmigan family? Please seek. 



<a series flowers and mushrooms at highland> 

 

Campanula lasiocarpa 

 

 

Geranium yesoemse var. nipponicum at UMANOSE        Reference by Wikipedia） 

 

To explore flowers of highland in Mt. SENJO; 

http://www.minamialps-net.jp/KOUZAN/sen_82.html 

 

http://www.minamialps-net.jp/KOUZAN/sen_82.html


 

 

 



<a series of rocky place> 

 

 



<a series of ladder place> 

 

Straight ladder 

 

 

 

 



 

 

A free gift: Refer episode 3 with old women’s group together 

 



 

 

 

 

Really straight and long ladder 

 

 



<Climbing Mt. SENJO-DAKE> 

 

 

View from pass in front of Mt. SENJO-DAKE 

 



<Relief on rock-cave near memorial ruin of fifth stage-hut of Mt. KOMAGATAKE >  

 

 

 

 

<Pass of SENSUI-TOUGE> 

 

 

 



 

 

1) A story of SHICHIJO-Hut’s eccentric person, host(manager) 

* I surprized at first the modern hut and solar panel board near hut. 

 * I checked a new guide board written many notices to use this hut. This hut should open during 

all season. And the user shall enter into hut by four p.m. o’clock if he needs to eat dinner. 

 * When we entered in this hut, the host didn’t appear because he stay in private room. When I 

knocked the dignified door, he appeared from private room and was blunt surely. 

 * While we do procedure to stay, he didn’t tell anymore. I had a feeling of any anxiety. 

 * The host made bed briskly and methodically for us (total 17 peoples today). 

 * The host prepared alone two long tables for dinner drawing which stood beside wall, quickly as 

circus members. When an old female’s visitor proposed to support the works, he cried “I don’t 

need your help!”. 

* The host brought soon seventeen dinner’s plates (a plate was divided six dishes). I surprized 

froze SASHIMI (four kinds of raw fishes’ segments) at mountain’ hut. Other menu was three 

kinds of TENPURA, two kind of TSUKUDANI (food boiled down in sweetened soy sauce), 

baked egg, and salads with potato and tomato, and fruits (grape and orange) like as a meals of 

Japanese style hotel. 

* The host continued to sit in centre between two tables to service rice and Japanese soup for 

each visitor until we finished. 

* When we finished dinner, someone requested to drink green tea which prepared already. But he 

cried again “Don’t you know rigid manner that everyone can’t drink green tea till everyone 

finish to eat meal! ” However everyone followed his unreasonable assertion.  

* While we eat dinner, the host is changing from his rigid and brunt attitude to a little bit of 

kindness by our simple question now forecasting of this mountain area’s weather. But he 

insisted and forecast this area’s weather is rainy and will continue for a while because rainy 

season doesn’t stop, and the Meteorology Agency can’t deny former her declaration that rainy 

season finished. 

* I continued to tell how to transport fresh food material? He answered gradually politely and 

gently. He said I transport every week between its hut and foot of mountain; KOBUCHIZAWA 

without helicopter’s support. I asked how much time to down and climb? He answered coolly 

down is one and half hour and climbing needs about six and half hours shoulder about fifty-kg. 

I surprized the time of down, one and half hour, is unbelievable not be a human behaviour, like 

to an antelope.  

* There equipped LED-lamp at entrance of hut and inside toilet of outside house, and their lamp 

was modern automatic on-off type with thermal sensor through human nearby. I understand 

why this hut is using solar panel to use natural energy. The toilet house used true tails of 

outside wall. So we understand fuel oil or fuel gas and building materials and so on were 

carried by helicopter at several times in one year.   

* When we discussed and argued saving electricity after nuclear power station; Fukushima’s 

severe accident, on March 11th, the host insisted suddenly his opinion that Tokyo Electric 

Power Company and other Electric Power Companies don’t need to exist in Japan because we 

Introduction of episode 



can generate electricity by ourselves personally, therefore we shall oppose to operate nuclear 

power stations. What is matter?? 

* While I heard his assertion, I couldn’t judge or distinguish whether he is a hermit or an 

unworldly person living at such hear of mountains, or an eccentric person who has knowledge 

on nowadays things such as modern and innovated technology and current topics of the world 

and flat land and city, or an excellent person. I recommend you should meet him only once in 

near future. 

 

2) A story of rocky place  

* I am ashamed myself of not understanding that there was many rocky places in this Mt. 

KOMA-GA-TAKE area seeing my map issued 1966, drawn by scale of 1st fifty thousand 

without pre-investigating by guide-book and internet, and I participated this climbing plan.  

 * I can state now the name so called like image of rocky places such as HAWATARI; pass through 

blade, YOKOBAI of crab; crawling beside by crab, TOURI-TENGU; mythical goblin with 

human form, BYOHBU-IWA; rock of portable folding screen, and ROPPO-ISHI; hex-directed 

stone are same or more high level rocky place like as ARI-NO-TOWATARI in Mt. TOGAKUSHI, 

and near to the famous rocky place as Mt. TSURUGI-DAKE.( I didn’t to climb it and I never 

think to climb this mountains due to un-safety.) 

 * There are many straight ladders on huge rock. We have to advance to climb up those rocks. In 

the case of rainy condition, we have to have grove to prevent to slip from ladder handle. We 

experienced a good condition because we don’t need to feel a terrible for the sake of fog not see 

under view. As we need to keep three fixed points at least basically, but I couldn’t sometimes 

keep this theory because of terrible and weak muscles power.  

* I appreciated these climbing surroundings like as ladders and chains and cutting steps to ride 

and so on.  

 

3) A story of some grope of senior women came from HAKATA, KYUSYU, who stayed two 

nights together with ours.  

* We and they seem to being in fate became to stay same hut and encounter together. At first we 

encountered them in many times at climbing KUROTO-ridge. Then finally we stayed same 

SHICHIJO-hut together.  They occupied right side corner of hut and we rested left corner of 

hut.  

* They compounded of seven senior women and one senior man, maybe he is a leader of group. 

  I heard their conversation without any attention, but I notified them to tell comfortably 

HAKATA-BEN, typical regional dialect. I told to them soon. They responded quickly and 

kindly for my question where did you come here? They answered they came from HAKATA-city. 

And they explained that their mountain-club has many members, and they came by 

SHINKANSEN. 

* They included grandmothers having twenty years old son of junior high school.  

* Someone said we are mistook as Koreans at many times. She said the reason of mistake will be 

HAKATA is very near to Korea and residents at HAKATA had contacted with Korean through 

culture exchanges. 



* An interesting matters happened at breakfast. As I state previously yesterday’s dinner 

situation of host manner. But in this breakfast he behaved different manner, he entered his 

managing room without watching ours. So they start to make lunch box using food materials 

for breakfast. Of course breakfast’s meal was enough and luxurious food.  

* Several women played stretch gymnastics and yoga. They did not dress a pair of tights 

(fashionable mountain girls ). I understood why they came here seeing this scene. 

* After departure of hut, we played catching up them or being caught by them and we arrived at 

Lodge-CHOHEI before about half hour.  

* Before sleeping a woman as a chief of group asked to me how to choose climbing course for Mt. 

SENJO next day. They were very cheerful because the news broadcasted the weather is 

forecasted fine in next day at this region. I announced we should depart from lodge at 4 o’clock 

at next morning. Host said flower place is a little poor in this year, but he recommended you 

should choose UMANOSE-course. Finally they departed at four and half o’clock. 

* We encountered again with them at peak of Mt. SENJO-DAKE. As we climbed directly Mt. 

KO-SENJO and Mt. SENJO, we could being favoured with fine view of 360 degree panorama.  

Thank you for your reading long record, pictures and episode. 

 

 

 

This table includes many plural mountains. 

Accumulated 

Number 

Number of “one 

hundred famous 

mountains in Japan” 

Name of “one hundred famous 

mountains in Japan” 

1 10 IWAKI-SAN 

2 11 HAKKOHDA-SAN 

3 12 HACHIMAN-TAI 

4 14 HAYACHINE 

5 17 ASAHI-DAKE 

6 18 ZAOH-SAN 

7 19 IIDE-SAN 

8 20 AZUMA-YAMA 

9 21 ADATARA-YAMA 

10 22 BANDAI-SAN 

11 23 AIDU-KOMA-GA-TAKE 

12 24 NASU-DAKE 

13 25 UONUMAKOMAGA-TAKE 

14 28 HIUCHI-DAKE 

15 29 SHIBUTSU-SAN 

16 32 NAEBA-YAMA 

17 33 MYOHKOH-SAN 

18 34 HIUCHIYAMA 

19 35 TAKAZUMA-YAMA 

20 36 NANTAI-SAN 

Appendix: My climbed montains in “One hundred famous 

mountains in Japan ” written by KYUYA FUKADA 



21 37 OKUSHIRANE-YAMA 

22 40 AKAGI-YAMA 

23 41 KUSATSU-SHIRANE-YAMA 

24 43 ASAMA-YAMA 

25 44 TSUKUBA-SAN 

26 45 SHIROUMA-DAKE 

27 46 GORYU-DAKE 

28 47 KASHIMA-YARI-DAKE 

29 49 TATE-YAMA 

30 52 KURO-DAKE 

31 53 WASHU-DAKE 

32 54 YARI-GA-TAKE 

33 55 HODAKA-DAKE 

34 56 JYOUNEN-DAKE 

35 57 KASAGA-TAKE 

36 59 NORIKURA-DAKE 

37 60 ON-TAKE 

38 61 UTSUKUSHI-GA-HARA 

39 62 KIRI-GA-MINE 

40 63 TATESHINA-YAMA 

41 64 YATSU-GA-TAKE 

42 65 RYOGAMI-SAN 

43 66 KUMOTORI-YAMA 

44 67 KOBUSHI-DAKE 

45 68 KINPU-SAN 

46 69 MIZUGAKI-YAMA 

47 70 DAIBOSATSU-DAKE 

48 71 TANZAWA-SAN 

49 72 FUJI-SAN 

50 73 AMAGI-SAN 

51 74 KISO-KOMA-GA-TAKE 

52 75 UTSUGI-DAKE 

53 76 ENA-SAN 

54 77 KAI-KOMA-GA-TAKE 

55 78 SENJO-DAKE 

56 79 HOHOH-SAN 

57 80 KITA-DAKE 

58 81 AI-NO-DAKE 

59 83 WARUSAWA-DAKE 

60 84 AKAISHI-DAKE 

61 87 HAKU-SAN 

 


